Keysight Technologies

On-Time Arrival

Keysight is committed to ensuring your order arrives when we promised

Meeting commitments and keeping promises is something Keysight Technologies has been doing for over 70 years. Delivering your order when we promised is no exception.

Keysight employs a rigorous collaboration process called the “Pyramid Delivery Methodology,” which aligns our global production and delivery functions to ensure your order arrives on time.

Keysight now provides commitments based upon arrival to your site and dock.

Key Elements in the “Pyramid Delivery Methodology” Process

- A dedicated program office to ensure that focused, rigorous monitoring and continuous process improvements are closed loop
- A proactive collaboration process cross-functionally represented with Division Marketing, Manufacturing, Logistics, Field and Call Centers
- An operational control process with cascading metrics across our production and delivery functions
- A closed-loop feedback process to ensure cross-functional corrective action is taken to close identified gaps

For more information about on-time arrival, go to www.keysight.com/find/onlinestore